The alloted communication will be open again on the morrow and then you shall know from the circumstances God has assigned us the last report to expect of us. I send the Saturnia in Japan, there to be bottled aboard after we leave. Send it. It is a happy copy of it. I am meanwhile at feud with the native, but in a little while, I am sending for the Saturnia's return, for we may expect the release of some of the engineers in the near future. This is really a good quiet day. The meeting of our two services was the cause of our surprise. Since we came here, there has been no which they have attack on us, and only a little firing up and which in the Japs because they are caused. This is to our surprise which is not with the record and the morning. I have not written for selection and for two and so far not told of the report of the attack or battle. The day was very fine and the French legation ships had a nice steep flight service. The mess was not written for
us air to breathe a bit more free
from vile odors perhaps. It has
made it cooler too for a few hours.
The heat has been intense for three
days. — One of our dear little missis
and babies was laid to rest last
evening. Just at our set. She was
ill here in the church for a little
time but they found a better
place after a while. My heart
aches for the dear parents.
in the ear, they were about to be executed.

They were interrogated, but not much new on
satisfaction was gotten out of them.

The Israeli messenger (Cath) is going
still back and forth between the gaoler
and the legation house. The legation said
this morning that he saw no one come to the
seeing that they must continue to pro-
ject inquiries here and that there was
some conduct had led to a want of confi-
dence on our part. He told them they
refused to us, and refused to us even, and they
said that we would face it at return.

In the evening an official was sent
from the legation here to procure a
missionary to see what he could do
to smooth over affairs, but he had no more
succeeded with the_going_than to get the
and his consent did
not amount to much. By the morning
therefore another official went over the past.

I know nothing to him and he went to the

will give
The text is not legible due to the handwriting style.
Some of the ministers have kept thinking of asking the government to establish a market for the sale of vegetables. They saw the importance of fresh vegetables in people's lives and believed it would benefit both the community and the economy. In order to make this happen, they proposed to the government to allocate funds for the construction of a large greenhouse.
the very interesting the way in which

this messenger carried his letter. He had

been a long distance but which was made to

traverse through endless of wet and proofed

pad of rain in between the legs and the

characteristics which were believed to be.

They got up

boldly and going down the road he was

had just searched with no one look of that pleasant

expression. It took fortuitously in realize a how

of these two days morning. Really that I have

brought came out to sit under the tree near the

and the little campus park while I grate the

inside the mansion. The days get me full of these

underlined things now that it is easy to pass by

urging to find the side. It is very grieffully

in code. Find unexpected my times. I have decided
to after wishing a work and it has been greatly good

condition miscellaneous you will shall laugh the ladies

of a little are also after magnificent need bearing

sure your talent they make their thing. It strikes

this many occasions being very early. but I would to

I should as glad to find out that after profound

somewhere spirit of my early endeavors is harder

thing.